2021 ASLTA NATIONAL VIRTUAL CONFERENCE CALL FOR PRESENTERS VIDEO

Juanita Hall

**Image Description:**

**Opening Title Screen:** Black background screen appears with half-inch tan bar and one-inch light blue bar that slides across the bottom of the black background screen with white text “2021 Virtual ASLTA National Conference Call for Presenters.” Then this opening title fades away and the video appears.

**Person Description:** This video has a light blue background with a person signing, Juanita Hall, a white woman. She has black short length wavy hair with bands and red rectangle shaped eyeglasses. She has dark brown eyes and heart shaped face with faint freckles. She is wearing a black turtleneck sweater with small loop gold earrings.

**Transcription:**

Hello! My name is Juanita Hall, “Juanita” (sign name with a J she shakes back and forth in the air similar to the sign insurance or Denver but with a “J”). I am the Virtual ASLTA National Conference Professional Development Chair [black text appears on the light blue background on Juanita’s left side that says, Juanita Hall Conference Professional Development Chair]. Currently, we are doing a call for presenters. Are you interested in giving a presentation? Come on! Come on give a presentation! Where? Just look and click on the website, www.aslta2021conference.org [black text appears on the light blue background on Juanita’s right side that says, www.aslta2021conference.org]. Read the instructions online and then send me your sample video presentation. Thank you.

**Image Description:**

**Closing Title Screen:** A pale lavender background screen appears that slides from the right side of the screen with two one-inch vertical bars along the left side of the screen. The left bar is blue and the bar next and right of it is light blue. In the center of the pale lavender background appears with dark gray text “2021 Virtual ASLTA National Conference Call for Presenters.” Beneath this text is a space and then the centered dark gray text, www.aslta2021conference.org. Then this closing title screen slides to the left and disappears.